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-  Just Agri 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CORE PURPOSE AND MISSION: To assist cotton farmers in improving yield & 
quality, helping cotton users locate regular sources of quality cotton at nominal 
prices and to prevent the arbitrary use of paper and plastic objects where cotton can 
easily be replaced as a ‘renewable resource’ (e.g. cotton handkerchief vs. tissue 
paper, cotton bags vs. plastic/paper bags), thereby saving the environment. 
 

=================================================================== 

                                                                           16.06.2016 

Quote:  
“Mind is never a problem. Mindset is." 

-Shri Narendra Modi, PM of India 

  

INDIA Arrivals: (as on 14-06-2016) 
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State wise 

Arrivals  

2014-15 

(Lakh bales) 

2015-16 

(Lakh bales) 

Punjab 11.28 5.50 

Haryana 19.54 14.75 

Rajasthan 16.60 15.40 

Gujarat 85.64 75.00 

Maharashtra 64.52 66.20 

M. P. 15.96 18.22 

Telangana 56.57 56.75 

A. P. 26.56 21.25 

Karnataka 26.84 16.78 

TN 3.28 3.50 

Orissa 3.30 3.00 

Other 2.00 3.00 

Total 332.09 299.35 
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CCI Arrival 30.6 million bales: (as on 13-06-2016) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sowing report: 
Sowing of cotton in 2016-17 is estimated at 11 million hectors by the CAI which is a 

7 year low. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Area under cotton is projected to register a significant fall in the north-west of 

India. Sowing is almost completed in the states of Punjab, Haryana and Rajasthan. It 

has been observed that farmers have been moving towards other crops, 

particularly pulses to safeguard against the pest attack (whitefly) and diseases like 

leaf curve virus in cotton crop like last year. 

The state agriculture departments have informed that cotton acreage in Punjab 

may reduce to 0.32 million hectares from 0.54 million hectares last year, indicating 

a 40% fall in area. Haryana is likely to witness a decline of up to 20% in cotton 

acreage. 

State  Arrival in Bales 

North 3573400 

Gujarat 7935800 

Maharashtra 6879700 

Madhya Pradesh 1683300 

Andhra Pradesh 2288400 

Telangana 6000200 

Karnataka 1803200 

Tamilnadu 176000 

Orrissa 285000 

Total 30625000 

State wise 

Sowing 

2014-15 

(Lakh hectares) 

2015-16 

(Lakh hectares) 

Punjab 4.5 4.5 

Haryana 6.39 5.8 

Rajasthan 4.16 4.06 

Gujarat 30.06 27.61 

Maharashtra 41.95 38.23 

M. P. 5.78 5.47 

Telangana 16.35 5.75 

A. P. 7.31 16.73 

Karnataka 7.6 5.39 

Orissa 1.25 1.25 

Other 0.05 0.19 

Total 125.4 114.98 
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Rajasthan may also see a reduction in cotton area as the canal water is at a low 

level. The farmers who have alternative sources of irrigation can retain area under 

cotton but others may have to divert. 

Sowing in Gujarat and Maharashtra, the 2 major cotton producing states, would 

commence after the arrival of the monsoon which has been delayed by a fortnight.  

 

It may be premature to comment on overall cotton acreage as the monsoon is yet to 

cover the whole of India which is a prime requisite for sowing. Though there are 

enquiries for Bt cottonseeds, farmers are waiting for the monsoon to arrive to 

commence planting. But the fact that delayed planting in the last two years that 

impacted the yields, could weigh against cotton. 

 

Weather: 

 
LIVE WEATHER SATELLITE IMAGES. Source: IMD 
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Source: IMD 

Domestic Market Summary: upto 16th June 
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Domestic market in India continued its Northward journey throughout the last 

fortnight. The domestic prices have risen by over 20% in the last month. In a rare 

occurrence, prices on domestic exchange (MCX) are being quoted 12 to 13 cents 

more that ICE exchange. The CCI has been regularly depleting its limited stock 

increasing prices nearly every day. Currently, CCI has a stock of about 0.125 

million bales only. Ginners and private traders are slowly but steadily booking 

profits at every rising level. Mills are having a tough time sourcing cotton as selling 

is very limited. 

Many Indian mills are looking at options to import cotton from countries like 

Australia, Africa and Pakistan. It is reported that Indian mills have booked over 

30,000 tons of cotton during the last month. 

YARN 
India's cotton yarn production grew by 2% to 4,136 million kg in FY2016, which is 

the slowest pace of growth during the last 4 years, credit rating agency ICRA has 

reported. 

With the extraordinary increase in domestic cotton prices in the last 2 months, 

sales in yarn exports have fallen. The domestic and export prices of yarn have 

failed to cover the high domestic cotton rates leading to cash loss for the spinning 

mills. 

The growth in cotton yarn exports has also been slow with exports of 1,302 million 

kg in FY2016, which reflects 3.7% growth (47.5% and 18.3% growth witnessed in 

FY2013 and FY2014). 

India's share in China’s yarn market has dropped from 32.6% to 22.9% whereas 

Pakistan's share plunged from 27.3% to 19.6%. As a result of China's heavy 

investment into Vietnam, its share in yarn has surged from 17.9% to 29.9% in a 

single year. India is also facing threat due to emergence of competing countries 

such as Turkey, Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan etc.  

This means that Indian and Pakistani spinners must not rely too much on the 

Chinese yarn market. 
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DEBATE FOR THIS MONTH: 

Will the recent domestic price rise sustain till the new cotton season starts in 

Oct 2016? 

There was a tremendous response to our above question from all over the world.  

Conclusion: Will the cotton prices rise in this season? 

                        YES (57%) 

       NO (32%) 

         CAN’T SAY (11%) 

The cotton market has responded as per majority opinion and cotton prices have 

increased substantially in the last fortnight. 

Question for this fortnight: 

Will the ICE follow the rise in Indian domestic price and reach 70 cents/ lbs 

before the end of 2016? 

Readers are requested to mail their views and opinions on 

info@cottonguru.org. 

 

Conferences/Seminars: 
 

Asia Cotton & Textile Summit, Vietnam : 
COTTONGURUTM was a Panel Speaker during the Conference. 

COTTONGURUTM Media was the Media Partner for the Conference. 

 

Vietnam: The Emerging Giant in the Cotton and Textile Industry 

The 2nd Annual Asia Cotton and Textile Summit is getting bigger and better! Now 

widely recognized as the regions pre-eminent platform for the cotton and textile 

mailto:info@cottonguru.org
http://ibcasia.msgfocus.com/c/134XtLnuZZFo6HupKCqQyK2bxAMZ
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industry, the event has an unrivalled track record in delivering content, 

networking and business partnerships along the entire cotton and textile value 

chain. 

Supported and Co Hosted by the Vietnam Cotton & Spinning Association (VCOSA) 

and the Vietnam Textile and Garment Association (VITAS) the summit, will provide 

a holistic view of the industry focusing on trade outlook, price forecast and 

investment opportunities in the cotton and garment industry 

Key Highlights for 2016: 

 Co Hosted by VCOSA (Vietnam cotton and Spinning Association) and VITAS 

(Vietnam Textile and Garment Association) - Meet the members! 

 200+ High Level Strategic decision Makers 

 Investment Outlook and Opportunities for Vietnam’s Garment sector 

 Trade Forecast and Price Outlook for Asia’s key cotton hubs 

 Round Table Discussions with global traders and cotton leaders 

 Government Priorities, policies and investment incentives 

 Spotlight sessions on hottest technologies reshaping the Cotton and Textile 

sector 

 Latest Trends in Textiles and garment manufacturing – How will this impact 

your business? 

 Site Tour to Vietnamese Textile Mill 

Confirmed Speakers 

 Nguyen Van Tuan, Standing Vice Chairman, Vietnam Cotton and Spinning 

Association (VCOSA) & Secretary General, Vietnam Textile and Garment 

Association (VITAS) 

 Ade Sudrajat Usman, Vice Chairman, Indonesia Textile Association 

 Karin Malmstrom, Director China, Cotton Council International 

 Justin Huang, President, Taiwan Textile Federation 

 Hieu Bui Le Anh, Corporate Development Director, Long Hau Industrial Park 

 Ajay Sardana, Vice President. Market Intelligence, Liaison & Sustainability. 

Pulp and Fibre Business, GRASIM, Aditya Birla Group  

 Christian Schindler, Director General, ITMF  

And many more... 

 
For Speaking and Presentations Opportunities please contact: Ms. Aliza 

Mohsin | Tel: +65 6508 2442 | Email: aliza.mohsin@ibcasia.com.sg 

For Sponsorship and Exhibition Opportunities please contact: Mr. Jonathan 

Kiang | Tel: +65 6508 2471 | Email: jonathan.kiang@ibcasia.com.sg  

 

mailto:aliza.mohsin@ibcasia.com.sg
mailto:+jonathan.kiang@ibcasia.com.sg
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COTTONGURUTM Sample Bank 

For Registration click here: http://www.cottonguru.org/testing.php 
 

 

COTTONGURUTM  Initiative:  

1. Are you ready for a STRESS FREE BUYING 

SYSTEM? 
 
COTTONGURUTM has been running a special package for buyers to facilitate a 

"STRESS FREE" sourcing plan for cotton. 

To know more about the COTTONGURUTM System of Stress Free sourcing of cotton, 

log on to ….. https://youtu.be/9GDZiZWaMVg  

 
Similarly, KNOW YOUR CUSTOMER (KYC) is a special package for ginners to 

understand the buyer (address, contact details, credit rating, credit verification, 

list of suppliers, etc) and risk management in business. The package also includes 

branding and locating suitable buyer as per ginner's quality and credit facility.  

 

 

http://www.cottonguru.org/testing.php
https://youtu.be/9GDZiZWaMVg
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2. Sustainability of the Cotton Supply Chain: 

 
The cotton supply chain is “bleeding” as a result of greed and poor risk 

management by the various textile links. The element of trust, most vital for 

sustainable business, is diminishing very rapidly. COTTONGURUTM has been 

receiving a lot of complaints about “willful defaulter” mills, exporters and ginners. 

Based on documentary evidence, COTTONGURUTM and a team of Thought Leaders 

have shortlisted a leading mill of  Telangana and a Spinning Mill of Tamil Nadu as 

having duped many ginners and traders. Both mills have been harassing the 

suppliers since over 2 years and the payments of billions of rupees are delayed by 

more than a year. In detailed study, it is found that both mills are supported by 

corrupt officials of their respective banks for continuing the fraud activities 

although their accounts are as good as NPA. 

 

The cotton fabric market has not increased at all in comparision to cotton and yarn 

prices. Ginners are advised to be watchful of this fact. At the same time, ginners 

are requested to maintain discipline in quality, contamination control, moisture 

content, packing and delivery schedule, all of which are very important for the 

buyers. There have been many cases of supplier defaults and malpractices. 

Honesty is, and will remain, the best policy for All.   

 

Such incidents must be brought out in public so as to expose the defaulter parties. 

It is our collective moral duty to share such cases of defaults and frauds so as to 

increase integrity in business. This will lead to more trust in the cotton trade and 

make the cotton supply chain more sustainable.  

 
Readers are requested to share their experiences of defaulters on 

info@cottonguru.org. 

 

Government Reports: 
1) The Centre has set up a production target of 36 million bales (of 170 kg each) for 

cotton this year. The minimum support price has been hiked by INR 60 for both the 

medium and long staple variety to INR 3,860 and INR 4,160 per quintal. 

2) The Indian government will cover as many as 585 agricultural markets 

electronically by the next year, which will allow farmers to sell their produce 

anywhere in the country. The government launched the project on a pilot basis, 

beginning with 21 markets covering 8 states.  
 

3) India's forecasting of the monsoon - the lifeblood for farmers in the country of 1.3 

billion people - is getting a high-tech makeover. India's meteorology office is 

spending $60 million on a new supercomputer to improve the accuracy of one of 

the world's most vital weather forecasts in time for next year's rains. 

 

Experts say better forecasting could help India raise its farm output by nearly 15 

%, by helping farmers plan what to sow and when to sow. This would be a major 

boon for a country which is already the world's biggest or second-biggest 

producer and consumer of rice, wheat, sugar and cotton. 

mailto:info@cottonguru.org
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 4) The Union government is working to develop a suite of Bt cotton genes that can 

be integrated into traditional varieties and be made available to farmers as a 

viable alternative to the current technology, which is largely sourced from Mahyco 

Monsanto Biotech India Ltd. (MMB). Cotton is the only genetically-modified seed 

that’s legally allowed in India. 

  

5) The Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana (PMFBY) launched this year, replaces the 

existing two crop insurance schemes National Agricultural Insurance Scheme and 

Modified NAIS, which have had some inherent drawbacks. More than 50,000 

farmers in Gujarat have already registered for PMFBY via the State portal. Farmers’ 

premium has been kept between 1.5-2 % for food grains and oilseed crops and up 

to 5 % for horticultural and cotton crops without any cap on the premium. 

Following 2 years of successive droughts, farmers have started taking crop 

insurance seriously. 

                                                                                                              Source -The Hindu, etc  

 
 

International Market:  

Pakistan: The last month has seen a hot debate between the Senate Committee 

and Textile Mill Association of Pakistan. The Pakistan Senate Committee 

on National Food Security and Research has asked the government to stop the 

import of cotton lint from India. The Committee believes that Pakistan's agricultural 

economy would be ruined if the imports of cotton from India through the Wagah 

border are not stopped, as there is a sufficient stock of cotton lint available with the 

Pakistan Trading Corporation. 

In recent times Pakistan has replaced Bangladesh and emerged as the largest 

buyer of Indian cotton. Much of the Indian cotton has been exported to Pakistan, 

which stood at 2 million bales so far this year. 

The All Pakistan Textile Mills Association (Aptma) Chairman Tariq Saud said that it 

is a misconception that adequate cotton stocks are available with the Trading 

Corporation of Pakistan (TCP). The country’s agriculture economy would have 

been ruined if bales of cotton were not imported from India. He asked the Senate 

committee that instead of suggesting a ban on cotton imports, it should take up the 

matter of crop failure and discuss ways to prevent such failures in the future. 

At present, the industry needs 16 million bales per year whereas local production 

stands at less than 10 million bales. 

Currently, Pakistan is looking for an opportunity of exporting cotton to India as the 

new crop has started to arrive and the prices are competitive compared to Indian 

cotton. 
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Bangladesh: Bangladesh is the Top cotton importer of the world, importing 

100% of its requirements from USA, Australia, Africa, Uzbek, Turkish, C.I.S., 

Pakistan and India. Indian cotton selling share is almost 50%. Bangladesh cotton 

buyers are silent since some time as they are unable to digest the sudden spurt in 

prices. 

China: Since 1st week of May, China has been selling cotton from its domestic 

reserve in the range of 11500-13500 Yuan /Ton. Good demand observed in 

Australian and USA Cotton. Chinese Buyer waiting for fresh import quota to cover 

quality cotton.  

Due to recent severe weather conditions, some replanting might be required in the 

Xinjiang region. As a result of time and cost factors, Xinjiang's overall planting area 

is likely to decrease further. 

US : The USDA  announced last week that US cotton producers will receive one-

off payments totaling US$300 million under the Cotton Ginning Cost Share Program 

to assist cotton growers in ginning costs and to facilitate marketing, Since the 

announcement was made, some US trading partners have been critical of the new 

payments. 

 

Although cotton prices have fallen dramatically since peaking at US$2 per pound in 

2011, they have returned to levels that are close to historical averages for the 

previous decade, with prices today back at around 63 cents per pound. 

Source- Bridges News 

http://www.fsa.usda.gov/news-room/news-releases/2016/nr_20160606_rel_0140
http://www.fsa.usda.gov/news-room/news-releases/2016/nr_20160606_rel_0140
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Vietnam: Vietnam is the 2nd largest cotton importer after Bangladesh annually 

importing about 7 million bales from USA, West Africa & India. This year, most of 

the mills have focused on West African cotton.  

Egypt: Cotton Production is expected to fall in 2016.The latest field surveys 

indicate a major reduction of about 50 % in planted area compared to the last 

season. The farmers are not very keen to plant cotton without a strong government 

commitment to market the crop. As a result, production is revised down from 0.395 

million bales to an all-time low of 0.16 million bales, a drop of 53 % from last year’s 

production of 0.32 million bales.  

REPORTS: 

USDA:  

Global cotton use to exceed production in 2016-17: USDA  

For the second consecutive season, global cotton consumption will expand slightly 

and surpass production in 2016-17, according to the initial projections by the US 

department of agriculture (USDA). 

Compared to world cotton production forecast of 104.4 million bales in 2016-17, 

cotton mill use is projected at 110.8 million bales, the USDA said. 

After a slight decrease in 2015-16, world cotton mill use is projected to rebound 

due to modest growth in global gross domestic product (GDP) and the lagged 

effect of lower cotton prices. 

China, India, and Pakistan are expected to lead world cotton mill use and account 

for a combined 62 per cent of the total in 2016-17, similar to 2015-16. 

On the production side, a modest increase is expected after a 16 per cent 

reduction in 2015-16 that resulted from inclement weather and pest damage in a 

number of producing countries. 

Despite reduced global area expectations in 2016-17, a yield rebound is 

responsible for the crop increase, the USDA said in its initial projections. 

India, China, and the United States are expected to account for a combined 63 per 

cent of global cotton production in 2016-17, compared with 64 per cent in 2015-16. 

ICAC: 
From the Secretariat ICAC Press Release, June 1, 2016 

World Cotton Consumption Drops 

In 2015/16, world cotton consumption declined by 3% to 23.6 million tons and will 

likely remain at the same level in 2016/17 due primarily to low polyester prices 
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and weak global economic growth. After reaching a record level of 10.9 million 

tons in 2007/08, cotton consumption in China has declined in each subsequent 

season with the exception of 2009/10. However, China remains the world’s largest 

consumer and mill use is estimated at 7.1 million tons in 2015/16. High domestic 

cotton prices, particularly compared with those of polyester, are expected to cause 

China’s cotton consumption to decrease by 5% to 6.7 million tons in 2016/17. 

However, mill use is anticipated to increase in several other large cotton 

consuming countries, which would offset the decline in China. After falling by 3% 

in 2015/16 to 5.2 million tons, cotton consumption in India is expected to rise by 

4% to 5.4 million tons in 2016/17 due to favorable textile export policies, well 

integrated downstream industries and competitive prices. After three seasons of 

growth bolstered by China’s demand for cotton yarn, mill use in Pakistan fell by 

12% to 2.2 million tons in 2015/16 due to the ongoing energy crisis, high costs of 

production, and weak cotton yarn demand. Mill use in Pakistan is forecast to rise 

by 1%, to a little over 2.2 million tons in 2016/17. Bangladesh and Vietnam are 

projected to see significant growth in 2016/17, with mill use increasing by 16% to 

1.3 million tons in Vietnam and 10% to 1.2 million tons in Bangladesh. 

China began selling cotton from its national reserve last month as part of its efforts 

to reduce its large cotton stockpile. The total volume sold reached 450,000 tons as 

at the time of writing, which reduces the total volume in China’s reserve to around 

10.6 million tons. Sales have been robust with nearly all domestic cotton and all 

imported cotton on offer being purchased. Imports by China are forecast to fall by 

12% to 960,000 tons in 2016/17 due to the government’s desire to reduce its cotton 

reserve stock and restrict imports. However, imports by the rest of the world are 

expected to increase by 3% to 6.5 million tons, with Vietnam and Bangladesh 

emerging as the world’s largest importers, accounting for 34% of the world’s 

imports. World cotton imports are forecast to increase by 1% to 7.4 million tons in 

2016/17. Exports from the United States are anticipated to rise by 11% to 2.2 

million tons in 2016/17, due to increased domestic production and ample 

carryover stocks. 

In 2015/16, world cotton production dropped by 17% to 21.8 million tons as world 

cotton area shrank and many countries experienced below-average yield. 

However, production is forecast to increase by 6% to 23 million tons as world 

cotton area expands and yields improve. India is likely to maintain its place as the 

world’s largest producer in 2016/17 and its production is projected to increase by 

10% to 6.5 million tons. Production in China is expected to fall by 10% to 4.6 

million tons due to reduced subsidies and high production costs. 

World ending stocks are expected to decrease by 4% to 19.7 million tons by the 

end of 2016/17, which 

would follow an 8% reduction in stocks to 20.4 million tons in 2015/16. However, 

ending stocks outside of China are projected to rise by 3% to 8.8 million tons in 

2016/17. 
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WORLD COTTON SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTION 

 2014/15  2015/16  2016/17   2014/15  2015/16  2016/17  

Million Tons Changes from previous month    

Million Tons 

Production 26.12 21.81 23.01  -0.01 -0.17 0.05 

Consumption 24.33 23.65 23.73  0.00 -0.03 -0.04 

Imports 7.60 7.37 7.45  0.01 0.01 0.02 

Exports 7.65 7.37 7.45  -0.05 0.01 0.02 

Ending 

Stocks 
22.22 20.38 19.66  0.13 -0.02 0.07 

Cotlook A 

Index 
71 70* 70** 

 

* The price projection for 2015/16 is based on the ending stocks/consumption ratio 

in the world-less-China in 2013/14 (estimate), in 2014/15 (estimate) and in 2015/16 

(projection), on the ratio of Chinese net imports to world imports in 2014/15 

(estimate) and 2015/16 (projection). The price projection is the mid-point of the 

95% confidence interval: 67 cts/lb to 73 cts/lb. 

 

** The price projection for 2016/17 is based on the ending stocks/consumption 

ratio in the world-less-China in 2014/15 (estimate), in 2015/16 (projection) and in 

2016/17 (projection), on the ratio of Chinese net imports to world imports in 

2015/16 (projection) and 2016/17 (projection). The price projection is the mid-

point of the 95% confidence interval: 57 cts/lb to 85 cts/lb. 
 

COTTONGURUTM
 observations:  

 

# It is quite evident from estimated arrivals and agency reports that crop size is 

lower (320 -340 lakh bales). 

# Over the years, reports of CAB and CCI have been widely accepted in India 

(refer various interviews in our website www.cottongurumedia.com) but these 

agencies have failed to give real time and authentic data. 

# Market price is always determined by supply and demand. 

# Nature and Government policies largely influence market trends, especially in 

recent years. 

# Monsoon is vital for sentiment and a strong determinant of sowing in India.  

# There is visible shortage of selling interest and actual shortage of quality cotton 

in India. 

# Yarn sales have improved in the recent months, but difficult to sell at increased 

prices. 

# Fabric market condition is cause of major worry. Many weavers and processors 

in deep financial problem. 

# Export is becoming difficult as Indian prices do not match buyer quotes. High 

USD is the only incentive. 

 

http://www.cottongurumedia.com/
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Technical Reports  
1. ICE COTTON:   

 

 
 

Ice Cotton still stuck in range of 68-57 (since past many months). Monthly charts 

hints at a possibility of bottom being formed in Cotton and prices can trend higher 

for next few months. Breakout likely in next few weeks, confirmation of uptrend is 

once ICE Cotton Futures trade above 68. Traders can look to accumulate cotton in 

all dips, shorts advisable only on breaking of 55 levels now. Key Supports 60.25-

55.54-55.66, Key Resistances 68.30-71.49-73.79. 

 
2. MCX COTTON 

 

 
 
 

Noted in last newsletter “Cotton can make a swift dash towards 20000 levels! Trend 

in Cotton is up in all time frames, advisable to keep accumulating in dips.” 

As anticipated and conveyed Cotton MCX Futures have gathered momentum and 

racing towards 20000 levels. Some consolidation likely, remains accumulate in 

dips. Once ICE Futures breakout past 68-69 Hurdle, MCX can see another strong 
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momentum on upside. Key Supports 18350-17670-16970-16560, Key Resistances 

19040-19250-19800-20290. 

 

 

MCX Cotton Exchange Delivery Rate For June month delivery @ Net Rs. F.O.R. 

36900/- Per Candy (including Loading/Unloading, Transportation charges) 

 

MCX COTTON MAY18130+230 JUN18350+250 JUL18520+260 OCT18560+400 

NOV17710+310 

 

Top Interviews: 
Exclusive Interview with Dr. Kavita Gupta, IAS, Textile 

Commissioner of India.  

 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rz6BS_g9Msk 

 

Exclusive Interview with Mr. B. K. Mishra, CMD, CCI  

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_FUcljJnbFY 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rz6BS_g9Msk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_FUcljJnbFY
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Exclusive interview with thought leader Mr. Suresh Kotak, 

Chairman of Kotak & Co.  

 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GBJL-gfzLRc 
 

 

 

About the author: Mr. Manish Daga popularly referred by the cotton industry as COTTON 

GURU™ is a qualified textile technologist. 

 
He is India’s only Cotton Valuer registered by the Indian Institution of Valuers, India. He is the 

fourth generation in cotton trade, advisory and broking services from his family. The P. R. D. 

Cottons Group is 112 year old in cotton business with continuity. 

 

Call or mail for any information, suggestion, feedback or to know how our Company can 

benefit from the knowledge and experience of COTTON GURU™. 

Call on +91 98200 72705 or mail to manish@cottonguru.org 

 

Disclaimer: For private circulation to the addressees only and not for re-circulation. Any form 

of reproduction, dissemination, copying, disclosure, modification, distribution and/or 

publication of this Newsletter is strictly prohibited. The contents of this Newsletter are solely 

meant to inform and is not a substitute for professional advice. 

 

FIRST AND ONLY REGISTERED“COTTON VALUER” IN INDIA 

 

 

 
COTTON GURU™ 

Mr. Manish Daga 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GBJL-gfzLRc
mailto:manish@cottonguru.org

